NEW CASES
Have there been fewer cases over time?

CONCERNING

PERCENT OF CASES ATTRIBUTED TO COMMUNITY SPREAD
Is the percentage the same or less?

STABILIZING

STABILIZING

PERCENT OF ALL TESTS THAT ARE POSITIVE
Is the percentage the same or less?

STABILIZING

TOTAL COVID-19 ADMISSIONS REPORTED BY HOSPITALS
Has there been a sustained reduction in total COVID-19 hospitalizations?

STABILIZING

TOTAL HOSPITAL BED AVAILABILITY
Is bed availability in Wyoming hospitals stable?

STABILIZING

TOTAL ICU BED AVAILABILITY
Is ICU bed availability in Wyoming hospitals stable?

STABILIZING

COVID-19 DASHBOARD
STATEWIDE METRICS

AS OF APRIL 28, 2020

Ongoing Concerns:
All metrics will be carefully and continually evaluated before easing restrictions. Health officials will also consider testing capacity, medical supplies, current disease situation, new information, and other potential developments regarding the pandemic.

If metrics change, restrictions might remain in place or even tighten.

Upcoming webinars at: wyomingbusiness.org/transition